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Abstract

This is an introductory course into some aspects of the physics of granular materials.
Three theoretical questions are looked into more detail corresponding to the three
hours of the course: I present some statistical models to describe the shape of a
heap under impact and present a way to calculate the angle of repose from the first
principle. The second part contains the theoretical framework of a hydrodynamic
description of fluid sand and the calculation of transport properties using kinetic
gas theory. Cooling and clustering are given as example and counter-example. The
last part focusses on packings and in particular on lattice models for compaction
dynamics.
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1 Introduction

A system of many macroscopic grains is called granular matter. The classi-
cal example is sand. The sizes can range from several meters in diameter for
the case of asteroids to several microns. We find them in the kitchen (sugar,
salt), in geophysics as gravel or moraines and as already mentioned also in
astrophysics. The industrial applications are very wide: coal and ore in min-
ing, pills and granulates in the pharmaceutical industry, cement klincker, high
resistance ceramics, railroad ballast, catalysers and powders in chemical in-
dustry and many others. These are all examples of granular materials in air.
One can also find them in other fluids like water, in the form of suspensions,
slurries, sediments and mud.

The individual grains are typically rigid and can have different densities,
shapes, sizes and surface roughnesses. In addition, real mixtures are character-
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Fig. 1. Example for a grain size distribution (a). Below one sees photos taken with
a microscope on a scale of (b) 500 µm and (c) 10 µm

ized by a distribution of sizes. Fig. 1 shows a real example from an industrial
application. One sees a broad size distribution and that the grains of different
sizes have different typical geometrical shapes.

Between the grains there can exist interactions. Close at the contact between
grains one typically encounters van der Waals forces which become important
when the grain diameter is smaller than about 80 µm. Usually, the air has a
certain degree of humidity and if the grain surfaces are wetting, water films can
cover them and join at the contacts of grains forming liquid meniscii. These
attractive forces globally called cohesion also become relevant below at certain
grain size which depends on the degree of humidity. For 50 % humidity cohesive
forces appear for glass beads typically between 80 and 100 µm. Besides these
attractive forces there are also electrostatic repulsive forces due to the charges
on the surface of the grains which typically are due to friction. These forces
can be dramatic for certain granular media like latex beads or if one uses
plexiglass containers instead of glass. The electrostatic forces are visualized
in experiment 1) in which one observes after shaking steel beads in a plastic
container, regular triangular lattices of beads on the walls of the container due
to repulsive charges.
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The most important parameter characterizing the behaviour of a granular sys-
tem is its density. Loose granular matter can flow like a fluid as we know from
the hourglass, while dense granular packings behave like a solid. Remember
that we can drive with a car on the beach. Both cases, fluidized and the com-
pacted granular materials have their own physics and many astonishing effects.
The case of intermediate densities in which the granular material can switch
from a fluid to a solid case, as we know it from avalanches, is even richer and
more difficult to unterstand. Before coming to the theoretical understanding
of the physics of granular materials, let us start by describing some of the
observations that have been made in the past.

One of the pioneers of research on granular media was Osborne Reynolds. In
his last paper 1885 [1] he tried to describe in over 400 pages nearly everything
through the interplay of hard spheres. He introduced a concept of dilatancy, an
effect we all unconsciously encountered while walking on a wet beach: When
we press our foot strongly into the sand, a dry halo appears around the foot.
Naively one would expect that the pressure of the foot would rather produce a
hole in the sand which would fill with water, but the opposite occurs. Reynolds
proposed experiment 2), the Reynolds’ bag to visualize this effect. Here an
elastic bottle filled with sand and water is deformed. A glass pipe indicates
the level of the water. One sees that any deformation makes the level go down
instead of up as one would naively expect. The physical reason for this effect
is that the grains were so densely packed before deformation (density above
the Reynold density ρR) that in order to move one grain with respect to the
other, one first needs to separate them by a certain distance. Remember that
the grains are essentially rigid.

Experiment 3) illustrates the effect on a beach. A flexible bottle filled with
glass beads about 400 µm in diameter is immersed in water such that only
a very thin layer of water is seen above the beads. When the bottle is com-
pressed the water on the surface disappears. After tapping, water appears
again on the surface due to the compaction of the beads. Finally, releasing
the original compression produces again a dry surface because decompression
also is a deformation. Another experiment 4) which illustrates the blocking of
the packing above the Reynolds density is the following: Fill a small plastic
test tube loosely with sand, then push a pencil into the sand. The pencil can
be removed easily again. But instead of removing the pencil, one first gently
taps for a while against the wall of a container. The pencil does not come out
easily anymore. Even more, one can lift the entire test tube just by holding it
by the pencil.

The density in fact controls the mechanical behaviour of granular matter. Fig.
2 shows computer simulations of a system of equally sized disks at different
densities. To the right, we see the appearance of ordered structures at high
densities which is typical, in particular in two dimensions. The figure in the
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Fig. 2. System of disks of equal size at volume fractions (a) ρ = 0.5628,
(b) ρ = ρc = 0.7394 and (c) ρ = 0.8681 obtained by numerical simulation [2]

middle shows the situation exactly at ρR. It is the largest density at which
no dilatancy occurs during deformation. The system to the right is so dilute,
that it does not resist under shear unless it is compressed. In this dilute regime
very interesting effects occur due to the inelasticity of collisions. This will be
a major issue in this book.

The simplest way to characterize the dissipation occurring at an inelastic
collision is through the restitution coefficient r. It can be determined in its
simplest form by experiment 5), namely letting a spherical particle (in this case
a ball) fall from a certain height hi on a horizontal plane of same material and
letting it jump back so that it reaches a height hf . One defines

r =
hf
hi

(1)

Experiments show that r depends only very weakly on the initial height so that
the restitution coefficient essentially is a material constant. It characterizes
the degree of energy loss at a collision and ranges between zero and one, zero
being the perfectly plastic and one the perfectly elastic case. Dissipation is
responsible for the fact that when we pour a bucket of sand on the floor, it
immediately falls at rest loosing all its kinetic energy. Dissipation introduces
a characteristic length scale into a granular system, namely the distance over
which the energy decays by a factor 1

e
since the multiplicative restitution

coefficient implies an exponential relaxation as we will discuss later.

2 Modelling the shape of a granular surface

When we pour a granular material from a hopper onto a table, a conical
heap is formed. If the table is circular and we pour onto the center of it,
after some time the cone will cover the entire table and the granular material
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Fig. 3. Time to empty the hourglass as function of the acceleration of the vibrating
plate from ref. [3]

will flow down on its surface and fall from the edge of the table. The cone
is characterized by one angle (steepest angle) called the angle of repose Θ
which is a material property of the granular system [4]. The angle of repose is
typically 25o − 35o for sands and about 10o − 15o for glass beads. It depends
mostly on the shape and the surface roughness of the grains and the humidity
of the air. If the table has a square shape, one will construct a pyramid, each
side having again an angle of Θ. If one pours the sand not on the middle
of the table but on any other position, a cone will grow until it touches the
border of a table. Then the maximum of the heap will very slightly move away
from the table and all the new material that falls on it will flow directly to
the edge. Before a heap reaches the edge of a table, it is not perfectly conic
at the bottom where one observes a weak tail formed by grains that rolled
off the heap. We will show later in this chapter that the shape of this tail is
logarithmic.

An angle similar to the angle of repose can also be observed on what is called
the inclined plane, in which a box filled with granular material is tilted until
the grains start to move. Then typically an avalanche appears as we already
showed with a rotating drum. The avalanche being of finite mass will slightly
change also the angle of the granular surface. One calls the angle before an
avalanche the angle of “maximum stability” Θs. The angle after the avalanche
is close to the angle of repose discussed above. The difference between the two
angles is typically one or several degrees [5].

Careful measurements have shown that the angle of repose also depends on
the previous preparation of the granular bed. It is larger for emptying than for
filling procedures; larger for the heap than for the rotating drum and larger if
one decomposes a packing against stratified layers than along them.

One of the big unsolved theoretical questions is how to obtain the angle of
repose from the properties of the grains. There exist however simple models
that give an idea of the essential ingredients like the one by Alonso et al. [6]
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for a slope constructed by adding grain by grain on the top.

Let equal particles of diameter δ jump down a stair, see fig. 3. Particle i is
characterized by an energy ei. When it falls down one step of the stair of
height ∆h, its energy becomes

e
|
i = (ei +mg∆h)r (2)

where r is the restitution coefficient, i.e. a material property. In reality, how-
ever, a surface has many local minima which we describe by an energy barrier
U that a grain needs to overcome. So, if e′i < U , the particle does not jump
but aggregates to the pile by increasing the height of the stair by δ. If e′i ≥ U ,
the particle can move ahead. The two microscopic parameters characterizing
size, shape, surface roughness and material properties of a grain are thus r
and U .

The marginal steady state is achieved when the particles at each collision have
barely enough energy not to get stuck, i.e.

U = ei = (ei +mg∆h) r . (3)

Since the slope is given by tan θ = ∆h/δ one has

U

r
= U +mgδ tan θ or tan θ =

U (1− r)
mgδr

. (4)

In its discrete version however ∆h only is a multiple of δ which makes an exact
solution more difficult but in 1d not impossible. One obtains in that case a
Devil’s stair case relation of tan θ as a function of r and U . In 1d this model
can also be mapped to an Ising model with long range interactions. For more
details see the original article [6] and fig. 4. The model above can be cast into
a continuous model:

e (x+ δ) = r
(

e(x) +mg
(

h(x)− h(x+ δ)
)

)

dh

dx
→ U(1− r)

mgδr
or

δ
de

dx
= (r − 1)e(x)−mgδr dh

dx
Let us define

γ(x) = mgδ
dh

dx

⇒ δ
de

dx
= (r − 1)e(x)− rγ(x) (5)

δ
dγ

dx
= Γ

(

U − e(x)
)

, (6)
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Fig. 4. Slope γ as function of r and U obtained exactly on a chain by [6]

where Γ denotes a relaxation-parameter with 0 < Γ < 1. These equations can
now be solved in general with following transformation:

E(x) = e(x)− U , G(x) = γ(x)− (1− r)U
r

and therefore

δ
dE

dx
=(r − 1)E(x)− rG(x)

δ
dG

dx
=− ΓE(x) .

The general solution of this homogeneous:

e(x) =U + E+exp(λ+
x

δ
) + E−exp(λ−

x

δ
) (7)

γ(x) =
1− r
r

U +G+exp(λ+
x

δ
) +G−exp(λ−

x

δ
) (8)

with

2λ± = r − 1±
√

(r − 1)2 − 4rΓ (real since Γ < 1) λ− < 0 λ+ > 0

Now one still has to specify specific boundary conditions.
Let us consider the example of a heap formed by particles falling from height
z0:

Boundary conditions:

e(0) = mgz0 , γ(0) = 0 which means a flat top
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional heap of lead spheres which fell from a height of 14 cm
above the top

e(∞) = U , γ(∞) =
U (1− r)

r
Therefore E+ = G+ = 0

e(0) = mgz0 = U + E− ⇒ E− = mgz0 − U

γ(0) = 0 =
1− r
r

U +G− ⇒ G− =
r − 1

r
U

⇒ h(x) = h0 −
1

mgδ

∫ x

0
γ(x)dx = h0 −

(1− r)U
mgδr

∫ x

0

(

1− eλ−
x
δ

)

dx
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x− δ
λ−

e
λ−

x
δ

⇒ h(x) = h0 −
(1− r)U
mgδr

(

x− δ

λ−

[

eλ−
x
δ − 1

]

)

(9)

This agrees very well with experiments performed on heaps of lead spheres as
seen in figs. 5 and 6. For larger z0 one obtains craters.

The second point we will discuss in this chapter are the logarithmic tails
observed at the bottom of heaps. A pile constructed by pouring granular
material on a table, like the ones shown in fig. 10, clearly shows deviations from
the straight line which is implied by a constant angle of repose. In particular,
on the bottom of the pile there is a tail that seems to avoid a discontinuity of
the slope with respect to the table. The upper pictures in fig. 10 are superposed
pictures of a growing pile of sugar in a vertical Hele-Shaw cell at different times
made by J. J. Alonso [8]. Each grey scale corresponds to the shape of the pile
at another stage of its growth. One recognizes a translational invariance of the
shape of the tail, i.e. that the left sides of the contours can be superposed just
by horizontally shifting them on top of each other.

Fig. 7b shows the case of lead spheres. One recognizes the shape of the tail
with much better resolution than in the case of sugar. It is interesting to
note the existence of kinks on the surface (marked by arrows in fig. 7b). In
the following we will use the observed translational invariance and the kink
picture to derive a formula for the shape of the tail [8].

Let us restrict ourselves to two dimensions and describe a pile by a center part
of triangular shape given by the angle of repose and an ensemble of layers of
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Fig. 6. The height profiles of the heaps obtained experimentally with lead beads
for different impact energies Z0 fitted with eq. (9). The dashed line has a slope
Θc ∝ 0.54. In the inset we show the linear behavior of h(0) with Z0. [7]

a) b)

Fig. 7. The profile of a pile of (a) sugar, (b) lead spheres. In particular, the profiles
are clearly rounded at the bottom of the pile.

equal thickness δ parallel to the surface as shown in fig. 8.

All lengths be measured in units of grain diameters. The layers become shorter
the farther they are out giving the envelope a monotonous, concave shape. At
the end of each layer one has a kink. The position of the kinks therefore
describes the surface of the pile that we want to calculate. The closer the
kinks are, the smaller is the slope of the surface. Let us define by ξ(h) the
density of kinks at height h, i.e. how many kinks there are per unit length at
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δ

h

x0

Θ

Fig. 8. Schematic picture of the structure of the heap, which grows layerwise, and
where there is a kink on the top of each layer.

height h. Let us call x(h) the horizontal position of the surface putting the
origin in the center of the pile as shown in fig. 8. Then one can express the
local slope as

dh

dx
=

γ

1 + ξδ̄γ
(10)

where δ̄ = δ/sinΘ and γ = tan Θ.

Let J(h) be the flux of grains at height h. It is largest on the top of the pile and
zero at the end of the tail. The decrease of J(h) along the surface is due to the
fact that grains aggregate on the surface which corresponds to the growth of
the pile. Typically grains aggregate at the kinks, a fact already mentioned in
section 2 and clearly visible during stratification. This makes the kinks move
up and the corresponding layer grows. Assuming that every particle has the
same probability of having been aggregated at a given kink, one can define a
dimensionless constant aggregation rate r and describe the change of flux by

dJ

dh
= rJξ (11)

The observed translational invariance implies that during growth the surface
moves horizontally at all heights h by the same amount. Since the velocity
of the surface, i.e. the rate of aggregation of grains is proportional to the
reduction of the flux J , one has

dJ

dh
= B (12)

where b is a constant. Integrating eq. (12) and considering the boundary condi-
tion J(0) = 0 gives J = Bh. Inserting this in eq. (11), one obtains ξ = (rh)−1,
and inserting this in eq. (10) gives the differential equation

dx

dh
=

1

γ
+

l

h
(13)

where l = δ̄/r. If hm is the height of the apex of the pile, the boundary
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Fig. 9. The deviation of the profile of a polenta heap (dots with statistical error
bars) from the straight line. The solid line shows the fit to the latter term of eq.
(14), which gives the logarithmic correction to the pile [8].

condition is x(hm) = 0 and the solution of eq. (13) is

x =
hm − h
tan Θ

+ l ln
hm
h

(14)

The first term on the right hand side of (14) just represents the straight line
given by the angle of repose Θ. The second term represents the tail on top
of that straight part and is due to the kinks. This logarithmic tail extends to
infinity but once it is thinner than one grain diameter it cannot be expected to
be found in an experiment. So, for practical purposes it has to be cut off at that
point. The predicted shape of eq. (14) has been checked experimentally [8].
Since the angle of repose Θ is known rather precisely, the only fit parameter is
l. Such fits are shown as full lines in fig. 7 (a). A more systematic comparison
between the theoretical prediction and the experiment is shown for the case of
polenta heaps in fig. 9. The straight line given by Θ has been substracted from
the surface so that only the second term of eq. (14) called ∆x, is shown in fig.
9. The agreement is very good. A surprising finding is that for all granular
media investigated up to now the fit parameter l is close to 3. This corresponds
to saying that on average one third of the grains aggregates at a kink having
the height δ of one grain diameter. We have no physical explanation for that
number.

3 Fluid sand

Sand flowing through the constriction of an hourglass or jumping on a vibrat-
ing plate is fluidized in the sense that it moves analogously to a fluid. Bagnolds
was the first to introduce the concept of viscosity η for flowing sand in 1954
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and empirically found the law named after him that η is proportional to the
shear velocity itself and not a constant as it is the case for Newtonian fluids
like water or air.

In the 80ies a kinetic gas theory was developped by Savage and Jenkins [9].
We will now present the basic elements of this theory following essentially
the nomenclature of P. Haff [10]. It describes agitated granular media in the
framework of fluid dynamics, the only important addition being a dissipation
term in the energy flux equations. The classical approach to obtain the contin-
uum equations of motion of a fluid from the local conservation laws of number
of molecules, momentum and energy makes a certain number of assumptions.
The so-called “continuum limit” must exist, i.e. when the number of molecules
becomes infinite or their sizes and the distances between them goes to zero,
one has to get a unique result independent on the details of the procedure. One
assumes that one can define a small box of volume l3 called also a “represen-
tative volume element” (RVE), which contains enough molecules Ne so that
the average of density, momentum and energy over these molecules are rep-
resentative for that region. Averages over neighboring boxes should give very
similar values: The system should be homogeneous when looking at it with a
resolution l. The size of the box l must however also be sufficiently small so
that eventual gradients of the macroscopic velocity or density are negligable
within the box. In other words, the statistical fluctuations between average
values of neighboring cells should be small but not smaller than systematic
trends in the exact average values. For fluids a cubic millimeter which is today
the experimentally accessible precision for the measurements of velocity fields
(l = 10−3m) contains about 1020 molecules which gives excellent averages. For
sand a cubic millimeter contains between one and one hundred grains and that
is typically insufficient to fulfill the above conditions.

On top comes the problem that dissipation naturally introduces strong gra-
dients in the average energies: Consider a chain of n grains of diameters δ
and hit it on one side in order to furnish some energy. At each collision only
a fraction r of the energy gets through so that the nth grain only receives a
fraction rn−1 of the initial energy. The decay of energy along such a chain is
therefore exponential:

e(x) = e
x
δ
lnr = e

− x
l1 (15)

where l1 = −δ
lnr

is the characteristic dissipation length, i.e. the distance over
which the energy decays to 1

e
due to dissipation. For steel balls, i.e. r = 0.95,

it is l1 ≈ 20δ and for glass beads, i.e. r = 0.7 it is about 3δ.

Therefore the largest representative volume element must have l < l1 which
also limits the averaging precision.

The difficulties described above should always be kept in mind when dealing
with the kinetic gas theory but should not stop us from formulating the theory
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and see how well it works. Let us consider a system of identical spheres of mass
m and diameter δ which only have binary interactions and central collisions
without rotations. As compared to molecular fluids, the assumption of binary
collisions is very good because of the hard core interaction of grains, but
real grains are neither identical nor are collisions always central. Also there
is no attractive interaction in granular fluid so that for instance there exist
no surface tensions. Be s the average separation distance as seen in fig. 10
between grains and we will assume in the following that s << δ, i.e. that the
density ρ should not be too small and we have

ρ =
m

(s+ δ)3
≈ m

δ3
(16)

The equations of motion be the classical conservation laws of continuum me-
chanics:

(1) Mass conservation:
∂ρ

∂t
+ ~∇(~vρ) = 0 (17)

where ~v is the continuum velocity field. Since granular media are essen-
tially incompressible, this equation simplifies to

~∇~v = 0 (18)

(2) Momentum conservation:

∂

∂t
(ρvi) +

∑

k

∇k(ρvivk) = −∇ip+ ρgi +
∑

k

∇kη

(

∂vi
∂xk

+
∂vk
∂xi

)

(19)

where p is a pressure and η the viscosity which will be discussed later.
Note that we do not consider bulk viscosities because a granular system
is essentially incompressible.

(3) Energy conservation:
Be e the total energy density, which consist of a macroscopic kinetic
energy and a “thermal” energy due to the motion of the grains within a
REV which does not contribute to the overall flow:

e =
1

2
ρv2 +

1

2
ρu2 (20)
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where u are the fluctuations of velocity within a REV and which disappear
after averaging < u >= 0.

The energy density balance gives

∂e

∂t
+
∑

k

∇k(evk) = −~∇~vp+
∑

i,k

∇kviη

(

∂vi
∂xk

+
∂vk
∂xi

)

+
∑

k

∇kκ∇k

(

1

2
ρu2

)

+ ρ~v~g − I (21)

where κ is the thermal diffusivity and I is the dissipation rate, which is the
only new element coming from the granular nature. Again bulk viscosity terms
were neglected. As usual one can define a stress tensor

tik = pδik − η
(

∂vi
∂xk

+
∂vk
∂xi

)

(22)

Following Ogawa [11] one can also define a granular temperature

Tg =
1

2
ρu2 (23)

The use of the concept of temperature although we are evidently not in thermal
equilibrium poses a fundamental problem to thermodynamics. One way to put
things into a consistent framework is to consider the fluctuations in the input
and subsequent dissipation of energy like a thermal heat bath defining a kind of
canonical ensemble which seems reasonable as long as the energy fluctuations
follow a Boltzmann-Maxwell distribution [12]

For molecular fluids the thermal motion is much faster than the flow velocity
~v of the fluid so that one can make the adiabatic approximation by separating
fast and slow degrees of freedom so that for instance eq. (21) just becomes the
equation of heat conduction since the terms containing ~v can be neglected. For
granular media ~u and ~v are of the same order of magnitude because due to
dissipation the “thermal” motion is driven by the flow velocity and becomes
zero when the flow stops.

Next let us use classical arguments of the kinetic gas theory to derive expres-
sions for η, κ, I and an equation of state relating p, Tg and ρ.

(1) Viscosity: We consider two layers of spheres sheared against each other as
seen in fig. 11. The viscosity ρ is defined as the proportionality constant
between the shear stress σ and the velocity gradient:

σ = η
dv

dx
= η

∆v

δ
(24)
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Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of two layers shearing against each other

σ is the total momentum transfer per area and time unit:

σ ∝ m∆v

(s+ δ)2

u

s
≈ ρδ2u

s

∆v

δ
(25)

Comparing eq. (24) and eq. (25) one obtains Bagnold’s law

η = b1ρδ
2u

s
(26)

where b1 is a proportionality constant.
(2) Thermal diffusivity κ

γCp

The energy transfer per colllision is mu∇u and therefore the energy flux
is:

Q ∝ mu∆u

δ2

u

s
= δ2u

s

∂

∂x

(

1

2
ρu2

)

(27)

Since the thermal diffusivity is defined through

Q = κ
de

dx
(28)

we have

κ = b2δ
2u

s
(29)

b2 being a proportionality constant.
(3) Dissipation rate

The energy loss per collision is (1− r)1
2
mu2. I is the energy loss per time

unit and unit volume:

I = b3(1− r)ρu
3

s
(30)

where b3 is a proportionality constant.
(4) Equation of state

Pressure is the momentum transfer per area and time unit

p ∝ mu

δ2

u

s
= ρδ

u2

s
(31)
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Therefore

m

ρ
= (s+ δ)3 ≈δ3 + 3δ2s⇒ s ≈ m

3ρδ2
− δ

3

p =
b0

6
ρδ

u2

m
3ρδ2 − δ

3

(32)

where b0 is a proportionality constant.
(

m

ρδ2
− δ

)

p =
b0

2
ρδu2 = b0δTg (33)

Be N = ρ
m
V the number of particles and V the volume, so that multi-

plying (33) by δ2N one obtains

⇒
(

V −Nδ3
)

p = b0Nδ
3Tg (34)

This is similar to the van der Walls equation with an excluded volume
term but no attractive forces.

The three differential equations (17), (19) and (21) together with the ex-
pressions (26), (27), (30) and (32) for η, κ, I and p constitute a closed set of
equations which together with the corresponding boundary and initial condi-
tions will give a solution to the velocity-, density-, pressure- and through eq.
(34) temperature field of the granular fluid. To show how this works we will
present in the following two examples.

One example is homogeneous cooling. Precisely let us consider a system with-
out boundaries (e.g. infinite) with no energy input and an average initial ve-
locity of the particles of u0 but this velocity should only be “thermal” while
the overall flow velocity, i.e. the average over a REV should be zero ~v = 0.
Homogeneity implies that all spatial gradient vanish, so that eqs. (17) and
(19) just state that locally density and momentum do not change in time. Eq.
(21) gives ∂e

∂t
= −I of with eq. (30):

1

2
ρ
∂

∂t
u2 = −b3(1− r)ρu

3

s
(35)

Separation of variables gives

du

u2
= −b3(1− r)

s
dt

1

u
=
b3(1− r)

s
t+

1

u0

where we have used the initial condition. Finally we get

u(t) =
u0

1 + t
τ

(36)
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Fig. 12. Log-log plot of the energy E against t for different contact durations tc. For
the simulation parameters see [13].

where the relaxation time

τ =
s

u0b3(1− r)
(37)

diverges in the elastic limit r = 1. The cooling law of eq. (36) states that
asymptotically (for large tiems) the thermal velocity of the particles decays
like 1

t
and the energy

e ∝ 1

t2
(38)

due to dissipation. The homogeneous cooling of eq. (38) has been checked
numerically as seen in fig. 12 at least up to a certain time. For larger times the
validity of eq. (38) seems to break down and a law rather of the type e ∝ 1

t

seems to be observed. This is due to the fact that our assumption of homogene-
ity becomes wrong. The simulations clearly show the appearance of clusters
of particles as seen in fig. 13. This is due to the so-called clustering instability
which was already predicted by Savage [14] but really put into evidence theo-
retically and numerically by McNamara and Young [15]. Its physical origin is
easy to understand: Imagine one has within a perfectly homogeneous state at
one place a small perturbation, i.e. a somewhat higher density. Consequently
at this place more collisions take place and therefore more dissipation takes
place. Locally, temperature and due to eq. (34) also the pressure decreases.
Due to the resulting pressure gradient more particles will flow into this region
increasing its density even more. Since dense regions become always denser,
this leads to clusters and for fixed particle number patterns as those seen in fig.
13 form which although they move during the cooling process do not change
anymore their overall shape after a certain time.
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Fig. 13. Cluster formed by inelastic gas under cooling.
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Fig. 14. Decay of the energy density close to a vibrating wall at x = 0

Another interesting observation made in this clustering state is a strong devi-
ation of the velocity distribution from a Maxwellian. It is well known that the
velocities v in a usual (non-dissipative) gas or liquid are distributed according
to the Maxwell distribution

P (v) =
v

σ
e−

v2

σ (39)

This is not the case anymore in the clustering state as seen in fig. 15 where
data from simulations are compared to a fit with eq. (39). One sees that
there appear additional tails for large velocities since the particles between
the clusters now have a larger mean free path and can be substantially faster
than those trapped within the clusters. These tails can be fitted by stretched
exponentials or the generalized Tsallis statistics [16] but the sole fact that
they are not Maxwellian poses basic questions on the validity of Boltzmann
equations and also the resulting continuum equations (19) and (21). This is
presently an active research field among people interested in the foundations
of statistical physics.
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Another way to reach a steady state consists in furnishing always homoge-
neously a little energy into the system. This can be done in various ways
either by adding some random velocities (or angular velocities) to the parti-
cles or by multiplying all velocities by some factor slightly larger than unity.
In the steady state that one obtains then after some time also clustering and
anomalous velocity distributions are observed and the detailed patterns or
tails in the distribution depend on the type of driving and the restitution
coefficient [17].

The cooling of a dissipative gas can be realized rather well by intergalactic
dust [18]. These are tiny particles in space for which gravitational attraction is
only a minor effect as compared to the inelastic collisions between the particles.
Clusters are indeed observed.

The second example for the application of the kinetic gas theory be the energy
and density profile next to a hot wall in an otherwise infinite system without
gravity that does not flow. In laboratory experiments the input of energy into
the system often happens through a wall of the system. One example would be
a vibrating plate. Such a boundary condition can be described by fixing on this
wall the average thermal velocity u0 or equivalently the granular temperature.
Let us calculate the stationary profile of the energy density e as function of the
distance x from the wall which is at x = 0 (see fig. 14). So, in eqs. (18), (19),
(21) all time derivatives vanish. Also, all macroscopic velocities v vanish as
do all spatial derivatives except the ones in x-direction. So eq. (18) is trivially
fulfilled and eq. (19) gives ∂p

∂x
= 0, i.e. p = constant which means that due to

eq. (31) u2

s
is constant. Eq. (21) gives

∂

∂x
κ
∂

∂x

(

1

2
ρu2

)

= I (40)
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Fig. 16. The same set of coins packed between two parallel vertical glass plates from
[20]

or using eqs. (29) and (30)

b2δ
2

2

∂

∂x

u

s

∂

∂x
u2 = b3(1− r)u

3

s
(41)

which is the so-called Riccati equation. After performing the inner derivation
we have u2

s
on both sides which we know from above to be constant and can

so be eliminated. This gives

∂2u

∂x2
=
b3(1− r)
b2δ2

u (42)

with solution
u(x) = u0 e

− x
l2 (43)

with the dissipation length l2 =
√

b2
b3(1−r)δ, i.e. proportional to the grain diam-

eter, as we already found in eq. (15) using a different argument.

4 Granular Packings

A granular system at rest under gravity forms a stable packing. The physics
of granular packings has been wonderfully described in the recent book by
Aste and Weaire [19]. Examples are the interior of a heap or the beach. Stable
packings can exist at different densities as seen in fig. 16 and one way to char-
acterize this is the porosity Φ, i.e. the volume fraction of not occupied space
and therefore Ψ = 1 − Φ the occupied volume fraction. If one has spheres of
equal size the maximally attainable density is Ψfcc = 0.74 of the regular fcc
or hcp structure. But if one randomly mixes the spheres and tries by sophis-
ticated vibrations and other shaking procedures to compactify the ensemble
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as good as possible one never gets below Ψrdp = 0.64 the so called “random
dense packing” (rdp) as shown in the famous work of Bernal [21]. One of
the big open questions has always been how to produce packings with den-
sities between Ψfcc and Ψrdp. Recently, however, Maxime Nicolas and Olivier
Pouliquen produced packings within this regime by a tricky procedure [22]:
They produced a homogeneous rain of spheres by letting them fall through a
network of crossed threads and let it pour into a box shaken slowly in hor-
izontal direction. In this way they constructed the packing layer wise giving
at the end a polycrystal of regular domains. This experiment shows among
others that the concept of the random dense packing is not well defined.

A granular system may be in a number of different microscopic states at fixed
macroscopic densities, and many unusual properties are linked to its non trivial
packing [23,24]. As pointed out by Edwards [24–26] the role that the concept
of free energy plays in standard thermal systems as Ising models, in granular
media seems to be played by the “effective volume”, derived by a complex
function of grain positions and orientations. In this way statistical mechanics
provides theoretical concepts in the context of non-thermal systems.

A recent experiment on the problem of density compaction in a dry granular
system under tapping, has shown [27] that density compaction follows an
inverse logarithmic law

ρ(tn) = ρ∞ −
∆ρ∞

1 +B · log(tn/τ + 1)
(44)

with the ideal densest value ρ∞, ∆ρ∞ which depends only on the initial packing
density ρt0 , and two free parameters, B and a characteristic time τ and the
tapping number tn.

Several approaches have been proposed to explain this behavior [29–33,35], as
geometrical models of “parking” [33,34] or simple free-volume theories [35] or
the study of the dynamics of a frustrated lattice gas with quenched disorder
subject to gravity and vibrations [32].

In many seemingly different cases the logarithmic relaxation proposed of (44)
to describe experimental data is reproduced. Moreover the logarithmic law in
(44) has turned out to be robust with respect to changes in the tapping pro-
cedure[32]. This suggests that such a relaxation behavior is extremely general
and not linked to specific properties of definite realizations.

One of these models which does reproduce (44) and also segregation, the evo-
lution of the density profile and the diffusion of a tracer in the packing is Tetris
[28], a purely geometrical model of simple particles with several shapes on a
lattice. When subject to gravity and vibrations a logarithmic density relax-
ation [27] is found, due to the high entropic barriers (originated for geometrical
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reasons) to be passed by particles to improve global packing.

Similar to the computer game Tetris in which neighboring grains can find
different packing volumes according to their relative geometrical orientations.
Although one could imagine a rich variety of shapes and dimensions, like in
the real computer game, it is useful, without loss of generality for the main
features, to think just of a system of elongated particles which occupy the
sites of square lattice tilted by 45◦, with periodic boundary conditions in the
horizontal direction (cylindrical geometry) and a rigid plane at its bottom. In
general the only interactions between the particles are the geometrical ones.
Particles cannot overlap and this condition produces very strong constraints
(frustration) on their relative positions. For instance in the simplest case of
two kind of elongated particles pointing in two (orthogonal) directions, the
frustration implies that two identical particles (pointing in the same direc-
tion) cannot occupy neighboring sites in this direction. The particles are in
principle allowed to rotate if at least three of their nearest neighbors are empty.
This condition is such that for sufficiently high densities the rotation events
become negligible and the particles keep definitely their orientation. It is then
reasonable, in the limit of a sufficiently large system, to consider an equal
number of the two kind of particles. There is no other form of interaction
between particles, and in this sense the model is purely geometrical.

The particles are confined to a box and subjected to gravity. The effect of
vibrations is introduced by allowing the possibility of moving also upwards,
as explained below.

The dynamics can be divided in two alternating steps. First, in a heating
process (tapping) the system is perturbed by allowing the grains to move in any
allowed directions with a probability pup to move upwards (with 0 < pup < 0.5)
and a probability pdown = 1− pup to move downwards. After each tapping has
been completed (i.e. a fixed number N moves per particle have been attempted
with a fixed value of x = pup/pdown) we allow the system to relax setting
pup = 0. The relaxation process (Cooling) is supposed to be completed just
when no particles can move anymore under just the effect of gravity, i.e. unless
pup is switched on. After this relaxation the system is in a stable static state
and one starts again the cycle.

5 Conclusions

In this course we have seen a certain number of effects that are typical for
granular materials. Two big chapters could still be added here, one about the
deformation of packings (soil mechanics, shear bands) and the other about
wind or water driven systems like desert dunes, sedimentation or hydraulic
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transportation. Unfortunately it was not possible to cover these areas within
the scope of a 3 h course.

The area of granular materials discussed in this course has, as hopefully been
demonstrated, still numerous challenges and much work remains to be done
in the future. I hope very much that this pedagogical enterprise will help to
motivate young researchers to take up some of these challenges.
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